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ENFP

General Strengths: enFPs bring energy, enthusiasm, and a wealth of ideas and resources to 

a group. they inspire others to try innovative strategies while at the same time helping them 

realize their full potential.

value to the PLC How to Show ENFPs Their value as PLC Members

Modeling strong collaboration skills through facilitation 
of sharing and valuing input of others

Making connections among members, various efforts, 
and outside resources

Building enthusiasm and belief for meeting the needs of 
all students

Believing that collaboration will bring better results than 
any one person’s individual effort

listen carefully, acknowledge their contributions, and 
build off each other’s ideas

Keep team goals, not a given protocol or rule, as top 
priority

Focus on possibilities and problem solving, not barriers, 
while working to help all students succeed

share their enthusiasm for changes and for maintaining 
momentum

Approach to Data Approach to Accountability

need data to be contextual, balanced, and from 
multiple sources

Work to integrate other data in spite of national 
emphasis on test scores

include personal data about each student, focusing on 
the whole child

appreciate receiving data summaries organized into 
useful formats

support accountability to ensure all students are 
learning

Feel personally responsible for student outcomes

Go beyond expectations to assist students

Constantly search for better ideas and reject 
complacency even when results are good

Collegial PLC Activity Preferences Communication Style

Brainstorming to plan and improve lesson plans and 
teaching strategies

Creating chances for students to think deeply while 
expressing creativity

leading professional development

engaging in peer observations and peer coaching

Focus on the big ideas and on human potential

enthusiastically promote change; may leave details to 
others

uphold values, group harmony, and impact on people

influence by incorporating the ideas of others

What Causes Distress or Discouragement Strategies for Relieving Stress

too many details and activities; goals or protocols that 
detract from natural group progress or strengths

losing sight—as a team—of the big picture, goals, or 
relationships

Make physical health a priority—exercise, a healthy 
diet, and sleep

Reserve time for relationships, including time with 
someone who can help balance perspectives 

An ENFP might say: “i believe we can do it all and do it well. We can get students excited 

about learning and motivate them to succeed not just as test takers but as lifelong learners. i’ll 

keep bringing new strategies and ideas until we find what works. i automatically see connections 

among our efforts, but welcome help in focusing them.”




